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Mr  Carel van der Merwe       19 May 2017 
PO Box 2347 
PRETORIA 
ZWAVELPOORT 
0036 
 
Dear Carel, 
 

1. ERASA Council's formal decision not to participate in the Walvis Bay Championship in 2017 

bears refers. 

2. Your choice of approaching social media is regrettable. 

3. You came to meet with me out of your own accord to seek clarity on the ERASA Council's 

decision, which I explained to you and you clearly agreed with the decision and left without 

reservation. 

4. You informed me and another council member, by telephone that you were happy with the 

outcome of the conversation.  On the contrary, you informed me that you and Schalk (your 

son) will now focus on the participation in the National Championships at Fauresmith. 

5. I spent part of this week at Fauresmith to get our arrangements going. 

6. During that time I received several calls from ERASA members who apologized for your e-

mails following our conversation and stated that they distance themselves from it and said 

they did not share your views and also did not consent to the inclusion in this "Protest-group". 

7. I would therefore like to state that you do not have the mandate to make publications on 

behalf of members on social media regarding finalized ERASA Council decisions to the 

detriment of the management of the equestrian sport. 

8. I further state that you followed the incorrect channels with your request / complaint, and that 

this matter should be directed through your Union Structures. 

9. Considering that the true state of affairs are last on your agenda, I will use this opportunity to 

spell out the basis and rationale behind the Council Decision point by point, even in more 

detail than during our conversation. 

9.1 During Walvis '16, our riders were summarily disqualified, immediately removed from the 

course, without a post-hearing hearing and/or the opportunity to put their case to the 

Ground Jury.  Requests from fellow riders, grooms and myself was without success. 

Please note that you agreed that this conduct was totally unfair and wrong. 
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9.2 During the Walvis' 16 ride, as required by the FEI guidelines, blood was drawn, and on 

the first inquiry towards the results, ERASA was informed that the courier caused the 

blood to become spoilt, and upon further inquiry to the responsible veterinarian, it 

became apparent that the blood tubes/samples were never even sent away.  On further 

inquiry and request that proof of export permits for blood to be sent to the jockey club in 

SA be provided, together with a formal request to provide the names of the rider and 

horse combination whose blood have been drawn at the ride, no answer could be 

provided.  Please note, that these are requirements and prerequisites are imposed by FEI, to 

firstly approve the ride, to then post the ride on the FEI Calendar and at the conclusion of the 

ride formally validate the results. Without it, the FEI status of the ride is in jeopardy. 

9.3 Nevertheless, as in previous years, ERASA formally invited NERA to officially enter SAIC 17 

with teams. NERA dismissed the invitation and on their version ERASA failed to comply with 

a 2010 agreement that SAIC should always be "FEI". Additionally, NERA Jnr's must qualify 

for the World Cup and thus needs the FEI Ride status. 

9.4 This needs to be considered against the background fact that during 2010, and at the time of 

reaching of the agreement, and in order to qualify for participation in SAIC it was compulsory 

to be a FEI member in teams.  Since then, the obligation has been lifted and both NERA and 

ERASA have been participating in the same competition with mixed (FEI & NF) teams for a 

few years without objection. Take note that during SAIC'16, NERA had no FEI Jr. in their 

team, and ERASA Jnr team members were each a FEI member. 

9.5 ERASA then announced a second official invitation to NERA to participate in SAIC '17, with 

the statement that ERASA members voted, as the highest authority of ERASA, during the 

2016 AGM, and decided that SAIC should only be ridden on National Rules, for specific 

reasons which already came to the attention of NERA in 2016 already. NERA again rejected 

the invitation, according to their (NERA) Council Decision, voicing the will of the NERA 

member. 

9.6 However, ERASA is in possession of a letter from a highly acclaimed NERA member who 

requests NERA to accept the invitation without any reassessment of their decision. 

9.7 At the ERASA Council meeting in March 2017, the matter was re-tabled and the majority 

decision was taken to NOT attend Walvis 2017 with teams based on the unresolved issued 

as aforesaid.  However, this decision was held back in the hope that dialogue and meaningful 

negotiations will clear the air. 

9.8 SAIC'17 at Bethlehem took place with great success and NERA made their decision and 

shone in their absence. Take note that no individual subscription of NERA members was 

received. 
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9.9 During a ride in Bethlehem, Council members had convened once again and decided to 

officially request NERA for a meeting to clear the air so that we could possibly join Walvis'17 

with teams which was again dismissed by NERA. 

9.10 I mentioned in our previous newsletter of our progress until then, but for the sake of 

completeness, want to explain in more detail below: 

(a) First in a letter from ERASA, we asked if we will be invited, with the request for a 

meeting in advance. NERA replied and just announced that ERASA will be invited. 

Furthermore, a long rendition on FEI and Africa participation. No mention of a 

possible meeting; 

(b) ERASA again requested a meeting to make such participation possible. Answer 

received that NERA does not have anything to say to ERASA which would 

warrant such meeting. ERASA Council decides NOT to go Walvis in the light of 

the outstanding matters. NERA enquired if we can meet and whether they can 

arrange a venue. Notification of the formal ERASA Council Decision has already 

been issued and is in the process of being sent. Personally, I can assure you that 

every member’s opinion has been obtained with each step of decision making 

process. 

9.11 The NON participation with teams of Walvis 2017 is therefore based on:- 

(a) NERA's disregard of our members' decision-making power in the best interests of the 

sport; 

(b) NERA's blatant disregard of ERASA requests for engagement and debate; 

(c) NERA's non-adherence to FEI protocol in blood testing and inconsistency in 

applying due process during rides; 

(d) ERASA's rules determine the period within which short-list and team must be chosen 

and we are well past those periods. 

9.12 Individuals can still participate in the Walvis Bay 2017 Championship as individuals. 

9.13 9.13     Individuals' corrected speed during the competition will count for recognition and 

inclusion on future shortlists. 

9.14 NERA can use ERASA members that enter for the Walvis ride for barbarian teams. 

9.15 Any reference to SA or ERASA teams will not be correct. 
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9.16 From the above it should be clear that the decision has been taken, nor can it in any 

event be implemented on such short notice, given the due process to be followed in 

international team selection. 

10. As previously stated in writing and undertaken, ERASA is still prepared to meet with NERA 

on continued participation of 2018. 

 
  
Kind regards, 
 

 


